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NO TO PEUGEOT
The purchase of Chrysler (UK) by Peugeot is a proposition which
raises issues of quite exceptional interest and instruction. Not
all of these seem to have been canvassed or understood during the
period since the Peugeot offer became known.

The political
ithiilicatiOns-aie-e-imPortant
ones; but it is necessary to get

the economic grammar clear first.
When foreigners buy a firm, the purchase price normally rep—
resents the equivalent volume of investment from abroad in the
country where the firm is situated, but not usually investment in
the particular industry of which the firm is part.

For example,

if some Japanese buy out the shareholders in a plastics firm in
Britain, that in no way rleansthat Japanese capital is being
invested in the British 'olasticsindustry. Uhat it does mean deperds
on what the former shareholders will do with the money they get.
Only if they use it — which is unlikely — to acquire new capital
themselves in the British plastics industry, has investment in tht
industry been increased. Otherwise, one can say no more than that
the capital seeking investment somehow somewhere in Britain has
probably been increased to roughly the extent of the purchase money.
By and large, that is no doubt welcome;

and for that reason

have never been among those who have feared or resisted the purchase
by foreigners of industrial assets in Britain. Wherever the
additional capital has gone, it has been added irrevocably to
Britain's stock of productive capital. The foreigners can no more
take it away again than we can recover from the streets of Buenos
Aires the tramlines laid there with British savings.
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This, which I have just painted, is the classic picture of
foreign investment through purchase of existing assets.

But in tho

Chryler-Peugeot case these consequences and benefits accrue not to
Britain but to the United States. Unless any Chrysler Corporation
shareholders who are British-domiciled decide to repatriate the
money they get from Peugeot, what will have happened is that a
quantity of French savings will have been added to American investible capital. On Britain there would be no capital economic effect,
and no current effect either, as there would be no change in the
existing rights to send abroad from Britain any profits made by
Chrysler (UK).
For Britain, the effect would not be an economic one, but a
political one - the replacement of one set of foreign owners of
industrial assets in Britain by another set of foreign owners, or,
to be precise, of American owners by French owners.

It is the

implication of that political change which ought to determine the
Government's decision whether to give or to wiabeld the authorisation of the sale which is unquestionably and admittedly their right.
Before coming to those implications, let us be clear that the
British Government's option to give or withhold authorisation is a
real one, and not a phantom or a formality. If the answer is no,
Chrysler Corporation can either hang on to Chrysler (UK) or try to
find another purchaser whom the British government would accept.
Their object either way must be to retain the maximum value of the
U.K. assets, either for subsequent disposal or as a continuing part
of their undertaking. The fact that Peugeot was not buying it
would create no new argument for cutting off their nose.
So

are indeed deciding, in the national interest, betwcal

American or French ownership of this undertaking. What ix the
difference, then?

The difference is in the relationship between

the Chrysler Corporation and the American state on the one hand arLil
that between Peugeot and the French state on the other hand.

Iam

- 3 not one of those who nurture the delusion that the United States
is still the archteypal home of classic free enterprise - if it
ever was.

A good case can be made for the thesis that dirigisme

and state interference in undustry run to greater lengths in the
U.S.A. than in Britain - if you like, that the U.S.A. is more
Isocialist! than the U.K.

17otwithstanding,the difference between

the American model and the French model is far-reaching and, for
our purposes, crucial.
In France industry is part of the state itself:

the major

firms in French industry are as much instruments and arms of the
French state, serving French national purposes, as if they were
units of the French army.

Nationalisation, subsidies, controls -

all the overt instruments of political intervention - though widespread in French industry, are not essential to this truth, which
is rooted in the French people and their history.

In the France

of Philippe Auguste, in the France of Louis XIV, in the France of
Charles de Gaulle, the claims and the pre-eminence of the state,
albeit under forms to us infinitely more persuasive, civilised and
humane, are no less deep and instinctual than in Russia.

Everythin

that is French is there to serve the purposes of France.

Our

physical proximity, our admiration, our interwoven histories - I am
myself as Francophile as the best - ought not to deceive us as to
the almost impassable difference between the nature of the French
state and that of our own.
The due consequences follow. A Chrysler (UK) which is part of
Peugeot would be a part of French industry, and as such it woul
be a part of the French state, in a sense in which it would be
laughable to suggest that Chrysler (UK) is part of American
industry, or still less, part of the American state.

Nobody can

dispute the ruthlessness with which American entrepreneurs and
industrialists exploit economic assets at home and, even more,
overseas. Nobody at this time of day is unaware that the American

- 4
Government will help them to do so, and will useeconomic leverage
in support of its external policies. The fact remains that Chrysle
(UK) in Ilrenchownership would belong to a different scene from
Chrysler (UK) in American ownership. That scene, if I may use a
word of Greek origin which the Chinese are restoring to popularity,
is French hegemony in 'A,sternEurope, a hegemony economic as well
as political. True, it is a hegemony in the making, but a hegemony
none the less.
The question of Chrysler (UK) merges at this point into the
Political question to which all roads lead, the political question
which subtends every other - that of Britain and the European
Economic Community. Look where you like - to currency, to energy,
to steel, to atomic power, to relatiorowith what is called the
'third world,-and you will see the political structure of the E.E.C.
being progressively and deliberately used to draw Britain into
inextricable attachment - industrially, agriculturally, socially ancrt
economically - to the West European land mass by weakening and then
extinguishing its organs of independent self-determination. It is
the assertion of continental hegemony over the off-shire island
nation;

but within that continental hegemony the hegemony of France,

which twenty years ago would have been scoffed at as unthinkable,
is today a practical and growing reality.

In the web that is beinE,

woven, quietly, unhurryingly, unceasingly, the purchase of Chrysler
would
(U:) by Peugeot/be one more thread. It is a political and not an
economic question, a national and not an industrial question, upon
which the British Cabinet have to decide.
Her Majesty's Government will say no.

If they understand,

Speech by the Rt lion.J.Enoch
Powell, M.P.
to the lupchA f the Westminste,U! kamber of Commerce,\
at AxZ414.".0.
06!/(444
1 p.m., Tuesday, 5th Sep ternber, 1978.
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%:eare in,great danger.

It is not a danger which the outcome

either way of the impending election - if an election is inicendingcan avert.

It is a danger which arose, not indeed without some

premonition, but as suddenly as a thunderstorm. The place was
Bremen; the occasion a meeting of the European Council (as they
call the Common Market 'summit'); the time was little more than four
weeks ago.
' In six months' time, said the heads of state, we must have
before us a plan fully worked out whereby our currencies shall be
aligned and shall be kept in line thereafter by operations on a hue
central fund to which all shall contribute. Eritain reserved its
position, but there is no comfort in that.

Britain always reserves

its position at one European Council, and then goes overboard at the
next.

That, you remember, was what happened over direct elections to

the European kssembly

Britain reserved its position in December

1974 before the referendum, and then, as soon as that was over, its
reservations disappeared. The danger is that it will be just the
clanewith currencies. Having reserved its position before the Genera
77Election, Bri=6ainwill take the plunge immediately after - and that
means Britain under Thatcher as much as Britain under Callaghan, if
not more so.
The result will be disaster. But befgre we contemplate the
nature of that disaster, let us take a look at all the people who
desire it.
In the first place, there are the continental nations, particularly the French and the Germans.

The Germans want it because

it would enable them to keep the exchange rate of the pound higher
than it Yould otherwise be in relation to the deutschmark, thus
pentttLrgthem to consolidate their superior trading position in

2
industrial products both inside the Community and in the markets of
the world.

The Germans have not forgotten that it was the under-

valued deutschmark which was the foundation of their "economic
miracle" in the 1950's. The Americans helped them to do it then by
keeping sterling pegged to an absurdly high dollar parity.

This

time the Lconomic Community might be made to serve the same turn.
The motive of the French is different. For them the be-all and
end-all of the E.E.C. is the Common Agricultural policy, so long as
it can be worked to the benefit of Zrance.

•

The British have proved

disappointingly indigestible in the maw of the C.A.P.;

bat the

eally serious standing threat to the C.A.P. is the variation of

exchange-rates between the national currencies. i at is what led

the C.L.P. into the jungle of monetary compensatory amounts and
'Freen' currencies. But in the last resort a common agricultural

policy is unworkable and unsustainable without a common currency or,
what is the equivalent, currencies permanently linked at virtually
fixed parities.

:c,the ]rench are happy to accept the inconve,niences

of fixed exchange rates„which have irked them in the past, if thereby
they can win the great prize of 4,United Kintzdomlocked permanently
into the C.A.P.

•

Then the

are the forces, at home and abroad, which are

resCIved apon the attainment of-politica-Iunion in Tre-stern
Tairope.
They range from the Commission itself, which, after the manner of
continental bureaucracies, has become a power in its own right, tothe

ever growing conglomeration of politicians and

parties through-

out thflnine nations which have a vested interest in the continuin
aggrandisement of the Comi,unityand its institutions. They understand very iel1 the basic theorem that common currency means comzion
gove=ent.

Currencies cannot bo kept in line indefinitely, ho,zever

ha,7ethe size of the balancing reserve fund, if the respective
countries and governments are free to pursue their own differing

3
policies on public expenditure, credit and taxation. This is the
crude cruel axiom which all the talk about 'economic convergence' end
'reional policies' is meant to conceal. For two territories to have
a common currency it is not necessary that their living standards,
productivity or other economic indices should be in ItioA:oRa glance
at any single country of considerable extent

sufficient to prove

that. ill that is necessary is that the levers which control credit
and the creation of money should be in the same hands. Lconomic and
monetary union, to which incidentally "EdwardHeath as Prime Uinister

•

solemnly committed Britain by 19801_isnot

difficult_anddistant__

goa],attainable only gradually and laboriously. It is rounf the
next corner,provided that

corner is 'currencyalignment. Currenqy

alignment, given the free trade which virtually exists in the
Community already, is economic and monetary union;

and economic and

monetary union is political union, as soon as th: alinker& are taken
off.
T have not finished yet with the forces which want to push

Britain over the Bremen edge.

There are still to be reckoned with

all those elements which, without specific political purpose, are
dedicated to manag.inLand controlling: the bank rs, the officials,
the bureaucrats, all those whose livelihood, power and status is
derived f/.ompermitting and forbidding. Currency alignment, maintained by operating a reserve fund, does not manage itself automatioally:

it depends on a netork

of controls and conferences. 17Jven

now, when exchange rates are nominally free to move, a horde of
per-ons is constantly at work, rationally and intP.rnationally,Pushing and pulling, as the respective governme ts, turn and turn about,
endeavour to rig their .0Wncurrencies upwards or downwards. All
that F:ivesonly a pale notion of the activities that would be noc:ded
to sustain alignment of the Iuropean currencies in the transitional
period before the =lheercomplxity and waariness of the whole business made a cormon currency tout CcUrt appear the only satisfactory
solution.
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- 4 15ehinCand beyond all those are the serried ranks of the tho

less and the ignorant; including t,h,aee
in high and influential places,
the same peoples in industry, commerce and the City,who for 25 veare
before 1971 were convinced that international trade and business
„,
/Lan
would stop dead if the parity of the pound were not fixed.
then have learnt nothing from having been decisively proved wrong.
To such as these the Prime li_nisterhas only to murmur the phrase
over the edge
"monetary stability" and they would all fellow him/as the rats
followed the Pied Piper of Hamelin - or was it Bremen?
I did not exaggerate, then, when I described the danger as great
73utwherein essentially does it censist? in

O been given already

part the answer has

the reinforcement of German industrial and com-

mercial hegemony, the permanence of the high-priced self-sufficiency
of the Common Agricultural Policy, the stranglehold of controls upon
what would be called the "weak currencies.

Yet in a sense these

-re the symptoms rather than the disease, ler a whole generatlen
after 1945 Eritain suffered the psycholoi7icaldamage and the eco=iic
derangement of being bound to false international parities of the
Pound sterling. This misdirected the energies of government and
People into the vain endeavour to match economic and even social
behaviour to an arbitrary and external monetary standard. Yet that
was a-period in which britain possess d an autonomy--of-TT:dfc-71-and-*freedom

of action which it did not use only because it chose, wrongly

and under false assumptions, not to do so.

If Britain enters now

jrto the trap which was laid and baited at Eiremen,all that experience
of a whole ,-.7eneration
will be repeated in a much shorter space Cf time,
with the incalculable addition that at the end of it we shall be
found to have effectively renounced our economic and political riThts
of self-determination and become one of the classic depressed
rezions of the new Luropean state.
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'ark Twain once wrote a book called A Yankee at the Court of
King Arthur.

It is about a modern American who somehow found himself

transported back into the early Eiddle Ages.

I can find no better

parallel for the position of an economist observing the attitudes
of our political bathes

as they lurch into the general election./
M AIL‘--Le:-21
The last few hours before they Quit the parliamentary scene trezr-edevoted to talking unadulterated nonsense about the two most important economic facts of the day, unemploymet and inflation. nT
ihe
government party not only talked nonsense but insisted that its
supporters vote for it as if it were sense, upon pain of political
torture and execution.
The observer is bound to ask himself the question: do all
these six hundred persons, many of them far from unintelligent, not
recognise the nonsens?for what it is?

or do they recognise it all

right but still talk it and vote for it nevertheless? And if so,
why? /I have spent the best part of the last twenty years contemplating these questions, with a close-up view of the performance to help
me try to answer them. Ey considered conclusion is that a consideri-

410able and increasing proportion, including most

of the occupants of

both front benches, do know that they are talking nonsense, but they
go on doing so because they are ashamed to stop after so long,
beoause it gives them something to say, and because, as everybody is
talking the same nonsense, they feel ouite safe.
These are famidable reasons; and I would not have made
myself so tiresome all these years, if it were not for an obstinate
prejudice from which I suffer and which I will candidly confess.
cannot help believing that if people talk nonsensefor long enough
and en-eavour to act upon that nonsense for long enough, they will

- 2 do themselves and others a serious injury. So strong is this conviction that it overbears a nagging suspicion, to which I also
confess, namely that mankind is a nonsense-talking and nonsenseanimal, and that if it were ever to be deprived of its nonserIrs
actin.-,:
out
with/simultaneously finding others no less nonsensical, it would
perish like a fish deprived of water or a mouse without oxygen.
There are two possible causes of inflation

an increase in

the euantity of money, and an increase in the speed of circulation
or velocity of money.

The latter - the increase in velocity - is

71100.01111111.4.1.....4164.W411..1.44-4•44

inherently temporary and usually self-correcting. It does not
happen to have operated to any important extent in the lL
<iv

y

20 years.

As reEards increase in the quantity of money, the same effect coul,71_
theoretically, be produced by a diminution in the suPply of everybut this again has no practical relevance in our real

thin, else;

L
!

4 PC

-

P

e

are left therefore with Increase in the supply of
circumstances. =',Te
,

moneT.

17
s1.-yr,,,i

Thit has happened on a massive scale, and there is no doubt

about why it has happened

the respective governments have, ,to.

varying degrees, manufactured the stuff in order to spend it,/as
preferable alternative - at least at the margin - to getting hold of
it by taxation or persuading the people to lend it to them.
rOtI,3$41.
All this being so, it is no more possible to control or prevent inflation by controlling wages, prices or dividends than to
prevent rain by forbidding the citizens to -:ettheir feet wet.
Increased supply of money causes inflation, which,by anotur name,
is a general increase of wages and prices;
yragesand prices does not -tt.t.te

a Eeneral increase of

money.

All policies for con-

trolling or influencing wages, prices, dividends or whatever as a
means of controlling or influencing inflation rest upon the gross
fallacy of mistaking cause for effect and effect for cause.
vJagespolicy or a prices policy can no more reduce the rate of
inflation from l0
winter

per annum to

than human sacrifices in mid-

ceuld hasten or retard the return of scrina

In fact it is

- 3 arguable that the human sacrifices were less irrationaL

at least

there might have been a connection of cause and effect, though we
know that in fact there was not.

In the case of wages and prices

Policy, ve know the cause of inflation, but talk and act as if we
did not.

t almost passes belief that the Government's 'ThitePaper

published

the 3attle against
cently under the stupid title "2innin.27

Inflation", did no—lr.

fer to money supply, although llinisters

have been loud in declaring that the i f ation of 1974-6 was caused

•

by the increase of money supply in 1972-74.

2--

^J.

Deception and folly could hardly be carried farther.

Or

could they?
I spent many years of my life explaining that a fall in
inflation causes a rise in unemployment, but that a rise in unemployment does not and cannot cause a fall in inflation. High and
fron
low a1ikel2rle.Timesto the tub-thumper, persisted iR„inverting cause
unemployment as
and effect, and denounced me for advocating 411-56,1a4
a means of reducing inflation, and sarcastically enouired how much
unemployment I wanted to see.
30

Well, inflation did fall from nearly

annual rate to around,T.. It fell because the manufacture of

money to which the Government ri-htly attributed inflation,so long
as their political opponents were to blame, had been greatly curtailed. As the rate of inflation fell, so unemployment rose,
inevitably and predieebly - indeed, as predicted.
Thereupon the political parties, instead of acknowledging
cause and effect, betook themselves to sorcery - tc policies as
little capable of creatin

aployment as the practice of magical

ceremonies can produce rain.

T:heblame was attributed to a fall in

external demand - yorld recession - and yet the remedy was to be
provided internaay by increesed government expenditure. That
however presented en insoluble dilemma.

If the ex,eenditurewas to

'cofinarced by increased taxation or increased borrowing from the
public, there would be uo increase in demaud but only a replacement

4

of one form of demand by another.

If, on the other hand, the.

expenditure was to be financed by manufacturing more money, that
would only lead back again to the vicicus cycle of rising inflati
and rising employment, followed inevitably by falling inflation and
falling employment.
The basic condition of unemployment is that the real value
of money earnings - labour cost, for short - is a trifle too hiEh
to clear the market, that is, for all the labour on offer to be tak-en
wt

up.Cnflation

produces its stimulating effect on employment by

temporarily-reducing the real
e, value of money earnings. But like all,
•

artificial stimulants, this neecbto be taken in ever increasing doses,
4111
as money earnings catch up with inflation, Sooner or later a point
is bound to be reached where the escalation has to stop

arf when

it does9 the real value of mone0
m earnings is once more above the
break-even point of supply and demand.

Tncreased productivity,

which, in itself, is deflationary, tends to intensify unemploym mt,
by increasing the real value of prevailing money earnin,7s.
The present scene at 'Kine.Lrthur's Court' is not therefore
Pleasant for the visiting economist to contemplate. Government and
Opposition are locked in contention over inflation and unemployment,
the two great real evils of the time, which they debate on false
.

assumptions as to-Ca-Useand effect, leadin,:necessarily b false

. 410

conclusions. ',7hat
is worse, there is more than a suspicion that
some of them at least do so intentionally with a view to deceiving
the public and inducing the electorate to attribute to the politicians more power for good, and less power for evil, than they really
possess.
4

The Yankee in I._ark
Twain escaped in the end from the

dle .A.ges
by discovering in his pocket a dynamite cartridge,

which by mere accident he had brew: t with him from the modern
world.

I have searched overcoat, jacket, waistcoat and trousers,

all in vain.

't is not going to be so easy.
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Hiltshire

The other day the Prime iiinisterexpressed the wish that "now
and again" the leader of the Op7Dosition"would speak up and say a
good word for Britain." He meant his remark as a cuick and superficial taunt.

Inadvertently, he happened to express what the great

mass of the British people desperately feel:that there is no longer
any party that speaks for Britain, that speaks for them.

O.

If that

complaint lies at the door of the Conservative Party rather than any e,
other, it is only because in our parliamentary consttttion the
Opposition, being less inhibited by the immediate business of government, is the more under obligation to express the wishes and the
fears of the people, and also because historically, though (alas!)
no loner,

the Conservative Party has seen itself as the party of

the nation.
Tt so happened that on the •same

day as the Prime linister

hurled his jibe, the House cf Commons debated a remarkable clause in
the Finance Bill.

I do not expect most of you heard about it;

I doubt if most Cf you would have believed it if you had.

and

Indeed, a

few years e.:7o,
it would have been literally unbelievable. It oh-J.217es
the confidential affairs of a U.K, taxpayer
the Inland Revenue to disclose, or their ow7.e
initiative,/to the t=

11010

authorities of the other countries of the Common harket either if
they suspect he ought to be paying more tax in 0110e
of those other
countries, or in a variety of other circumstances which the tax
authorities themselves are e:7poweredto extend

If it had been
tax
suggested that the Inland i'levenue
could pass our/files, behird our

backs, to other departmentq of Her Tajesty's Government, Parliaelont
would be up in arms.

Yet here was the House of Commons, Crovernment

and Opposition agreeing in the

widest terms to this breach of con-

fidence when the recipient is a foreign ,..overnment.
-Thy? Because

the E.L.C. says we must.

to
clme/deba
have
oven
not
The matter would

at all but for backbench dissidents on both sides of the House.
This is the tiniest of examples - though, by the bye, you will
see it extended next year to the Customs and Excise - of the daily
increasin7 subjugation of the laws, the Parliament and the people of
this country to the L:mropeansuper-stat .

There is no room for doubt

about what the British people think about this.

They detest it.

There is no doubt what they think about our membershinoof tho European Community. They wish it were at the bottom of the sea.

This

nationwide will and instinct, moreover, gets broader and deeper as
time passes. The Community itself conducts a periodic and thoreu!th
investigation of opinion in all the com.conentcountries. You may
take it for p:rantedthat any bias or error in the survey will not
be in favour of the Community's opponents. The latest such survey
found that only 29 per cent of the British public now aPprove
Britain's membership. It is a proportion that has fallen steadily
even then
from 50 per cent -/a half only, be it noted - after the referendum
1975.

This result, which would surprise only the wilfully deaf and

in
blind, is confirmed by a recent large (-pinionpoll, 771-lich
answer to the question 'How would you vete now if the referc3ndum
were hold aFain?' reported 52c/iITOand only 33, YES.
then is it that the Labour Government continuos to defy its
',Thy
its own party conference, and the majority
owr party or::ranisation,
on its own back benches? 1hy is it t at the Conserv,ttiveleadership
and (uith a handful of exceptions) the whole Conservative Party in
its feet on
for draF;ginp:
Parliament not merely chides thr,I.-overnment
the road to economic and peliical union and denounces it when it
ruffl,es7uropean feathers by defendin,_British interests but actual
voted for a Government auillotine - hichael 'root's

- te

Thrcoeon
of 7,arliamentby a directly e-lr-cted
hasten the supersedinJ-7

3
Certainly the reason is not that Britain is constrained by the
Treaties of 7_omeand Brussels or by the referendum. Only a humbu,7or
an ignoramus can say that we are in the Community for keeps

whether

we like it or not, and that therefore the Political parties are
honour-bound to disregard the will of those they represent. At the
very time of the referendum any such assertion was explicitly disclaimed e.(1rendered untenable for ever by the plain statement of
government, made in the face of Europe and the whole world, that,
if the result were Yes,i+Britain'scontinuing membership would still
depend on the continuing assent of Parliament". Britain's members eL
is, and remains, a free and open Question for the electorate, who
make and unmake Parliament.

what is the reason for the paradoler,-3o

ical behaviour of both parties?
For one thing, each is imprisoned by its past.

The Labour

Government havilw succumbed to lacdonaldism, the standing temptation
well
of all Labour Governments to stand/with the top people, the civil
and having proservice, the establishment and the 'midcile,c-round',
ceeded to renege on every item of its pleded
itself obliged,

reneotiation, finds

as long:as it re ains in office, to shuffle

deeper and deeper into Europe and pretend that all is for the b st.
The Conservative 2arty, having swallowed between 1970 and 1974 whatever Ldward Heath made them eat, are constrained by very shame to
all the time.
pretend that they really liked it and were ri:77ht

But

in the case of the Conservative Party there is another factor.

It

is the same factcr which has converted almost half the Conservative
2e.rtyin the House of Commons to renouncetheir historic opposition
to

proportional representation. In thi.rtyyears in Parliament I

have never seen naked class intere t so shamelessly displayed s,sby
those around me who openly declare they prefer

to be governed by

13russolssooner than risk the British electorate being able freely
fear, and WLo want to
to choose policies and politicians that the:),
alter the electoral system

so that any British govern ent -

4
be hamstrung by the necessity
including (if need be) their own-woulf,,
of coalition.
It is not the Tritish people who have lost their love of independence or their ancient pride in being self-governed and selftaxed.

It is that those who should speak for them have deserted them.

7ot only their indeendence and self-government, the inseparable
attributes of nationhood, but their national identity itself is being
surrendered or denied by those whom they would have expected to be
foremost in defending and assertinE it.
The perceptive observer could not fail to be moved and saddened
six months ago by the great surge of hope and relief which a single

40word, used on television by the Conservative leader, evoked from
one end of the country to the other.

It was an echo - muted perhars

by the experiencesof the intervening years, but still recognisably
an echo - of the overwhelmina public response which greeted a speech
I made in B-mingham

10

years before,

a response like that of the

prisoners in Fidelio, as though people said, "At last, at last, we
know that those who represent us see what is happening; and surely
having seen and acknowledged it, they will not, can not, suffer it
to continue". The bitterness was to hear that echo, and to watch

yet

that response, ano

•

o know that it

was

foredoomed to disappointment

and disillusionment.
You know the word

T

mean.

The word was "swamped". "People",

said LIrsThatcher, "are really rather afraid that this country might
be rather swamped by people ,Jitha different cultur,-". Harever
Prissily expressed, people knew what she meant, and they knew that
it was the truth.

The fear was a real fear;

real swamping. It was truP Yhen,she said

the swamping was a

in the same interview,

that people are "frightened because a minority-threatens to become
7_)aigore".

Her antidote to that fear, namely

"the clear prospect

of an end to immigration", was misconceived; for it is not

becausc

of future immigration that "a minority threatens to be a big one",

- 5 nor can there be "an end to imriration" while a large resident alf
population exists.

(Please forgive the old-fashioned 7.o-rd

for which I have always made due acknowledgement to the eminent
judge, Lord Radcliffe, who introduced it.

The new permitted term

"ethnic",with its intentional meaninglessness, I will not stoop to
use.)

But the inadequacy or irrelevance of the suggested antidote

did not matter so much.

The important thing was the recognition of

the fear of the host population, and of prospective numbers as the
cause and justification for that fear.
That was six months ago.

.Lchloroformed gagwas

immediately

clapped over the party leader's 0outh, and the Conservatives in
Parliament relapsed into that doged

silence which has been unbroken

since the last election except for one occasion when a Conservative
backbencher won a debate in the Private :embers' ballot and refused
to let the whips talk him out of taking Hew Commonwealth immigration
as his subject. Taunts and teasing have been tried in vaim

the

Opposition were determined that the forum of the ration should net
debate before the election - or after it, for that matter - the
subject which bulks largest in the mind of millions.
Hoever,

after six months the kidnappers eonsidered it safe to

remove the plaster from the lady's li3Ds. After moistening them and
clearing her throat, she spoke again - to the Barnet branch of the
Anglo-Asian Conservative Society, as a matter of fact, a week ago,
Her managers had not miscalculted.
the oldrhyme went, "thou
notes you now sing

"Johnny Wilkes, Johnny ,:ilkos",

L-reatestof bilks, how changed are the

:Tothingabout "an

end to immigration" row;

it is "revised regulations to control rates of immigration". True,
there is still a lot about "-roars"; but whose fears nai,«"Lirs
Thatcher tries to calm

igrant fears", ran the front page headlin(.:

in the Thiir Telegraph.

There is now to be "harmony between all clji.2

people" and an end to "the present wave of brutal attacks en mnorit
communities in some of cur cties".

6
What?

Nothing about other brutal attacks? Nothing about the

old people - not only old people, but old people especially - who
dread to go abroad even in dayliEht, let alone at night, in the to :Is
have
and streets where they ived all their lives but where they are now
a conspicuous minority? No, nothinR:about them. Nothind:about
people's "fear" of being "swamped" by "a minority which threatens to
be a big one".
Ey a delightful coincidence the very day 7LrsThatcher found her
voice again, there appeared the latest diocesan newsletter of the
Eishop of Southwark - the 'four-letter bishop', if I may so describe
him for a reason which he will no doubt recollect even if others have
forgotten. His

clergy,apparently, have been tellin:7him the

facts of life today,which "bear little comparison"with the b'outh
London he went to in l959

"even as I write",says he,"I have

letters in front of me from my can clery".

One of these clergy

unconscious
told The Times that he was beaten up by a gang,l,snocked
and kicked while on the around with two ribs broken, but had not
reported the attack to the police because, he continued, "it Yould
have alienated them from many of my
police as 'a repressive force".

parishioners who regard the

Do they, indeed? lendvho, I wonder,

are these "parishioners"? You know, and I know

,

ard the Bishop of

look out from
Southwark kno-ws; but while his forEsEip can no lon,cser

411the ivory tower of his episcopal palace and perceive, unmoved cehd
silent, the fears of his flock, the politicians have fallen silent.
7hat has happened?

I will tell you.

The Conservative Barty has been Thin7 a little calculation about
votes, an activity to which their ruthless dedication is incomparable.
being
The calculation runs as follows. Nobody die is "afraid" cy,'
"swamped" is anyhow

going to vote Labour or Liberal on that Tcount.

fears of the
So there are no votes to be gained by recognisina thiL:
majority and the reasons for those fears:
to

the result could oven be

lose a few ex-Labour or ex-Liberal votes which would otherwise

-7have been garnered in.

On the other hand there is a minority vote -

shall we say that of the very "minority which threatens to be a biE
one"? - and that minority vote, especially important in a number o:::
marginal seats, can be angled for Yithout the danger of any countervailing loss.

So, for heaven's sake, turn a blind eye to the future

of London and the English cities and a deaf ear to the dread which
lies upon the hearts of their people!
There is one error in this calcualtion, the error which the
greedy and the short-sighted always fall into.
fools.

o

The minority arc not

They see the real future and the real dangers as -fellas any-

body else, if not better. They also recognise cynical opportunism
when they see it.

That error miTAltnot matter if only the political
is
party committing it suffered the consecnences. The tragedy/that the

nation itself is left with no cne on either side who speaks for it.
The root trouble vii..thour new generation of leaders and
is that they
mpresentatives/have lost both the faith and the vocabulary of nation,
which those whom they lead and represent still inarticulately and
instinctively retain. Without patria, without countr

there can be

no patriotism. Listen to the language in yhich defence itself, the
ultimate touchstone of a nation, is uebated.

It is the lang age of

those who have ceased to recognise that they have a country, that
tim-reis such a thing as a country. The parties would tear out one

II

another's eyes, and denounce each other in unbridled terms, about
a half per cent more or less of the gross national product devoted to
defence. But defence of what?
there none";
message.

One can hardly say that'tnswer comes

but the answer which does come conveys an alarming

It is all about "defence of the fest,

or "defence of the

free world", or defence of even more cloudy objects such as "liberty
or "democracy". 1:1-ow,
there is no such thing as "the West".

It is

either a g ogranhical e=ression, which does not require us tc
defend it, or it is an expression coverine7so large and ill-assorted
a slab of the human race that the idea 01 defending it, unless

- 8 possibly against Triffids, is incomprehensible. Likewise, ° the free
world",

aich is not even co-extensive with"the non-Communist world° ,

defies definition. Does it, for instance, include South America,
or parts only of South America, or some parts of South 12mericaone
year and other parts another year?

Besides which, the notion of

"free" leaves open whether the freedom is internal and individual
or external and collective. There is, for instance, a perfectly valid
sense of the word in which the Soviet Union is free and the United
nngdom, as part of the E.E.C., is not free.
The effect and maybe the purpose, of all such talk is to
negate, for those towards whom it is directed, the coheeion and

lbexistence of society itself.

There is no such thing as society in

general, but only societies in particular; and only in relation to
a particular society can a human being possess the rights and duties,
hopes and fears, loyalty and faith, without which there is nothing
to defend and no meaning in defence. To tell the people that they
ove the duty of defence - that is,of deliberately risking their
individual existence - to "the free eTorld"or to "the

,st" is to

divorce them from their own societies and to teach them to regard
themselves as units in an incomprehensibly large aggregation of
is attached.
similar units, to which a label of meanin7less Fenerality
_
to
are deadly
counterpart
bothexternal
internally:
society"
is the precise
world"
multi-racial
of the free
of "the
defence
lb"The
society,and it is not accidental that they both became part of our
staple political vocabulary at the same time.
How long is it since a British government has dared to tell the
people that our armed fcnes arc maintained, and our external relati-rs
managed, for the defence of :ueen and country - respectively the
abstract and the concrete terms for the object of national loyalty
If such an assertion seems r -ote and unrealistic, that is a measeere
of how wide and deeply the failure to speak for Britain has
Yhich a government is
penetrated, The one and only criteria:a-upon

- 9
entitled to prepare the resources and organisation of its people for
the eventuality of uar or to enter into military comL.itmonts\:ith
other governments is to

protect

their nation,and no othor,

throu7h force or the threat of force its political
to defend
independence and self-government and/tho right of all rhom it com-

from losing

prises to continue to belong to it. It is another coincidence which
is not accidental that a Britain whose political parties no lon,,xer
speak for it has been simultaneously engaged in subordinating the
state to an external authority in l]urope,to dismemberinc-the
legislative union of the United Kingdon,and to attelnptingto
disembarrass itself of a province to which a neighbouring state lays
territorial claim.
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Years ago The Times= headed a celebrated leading articlevdth
the words "It is a moral ,maatian". The half or wholly forgotten
context of that article was a little local difficulty concerning a
Secretary of State who underinformed the House of Commons about the
exact nature of his relations with a

young lady.

There have

been larger "moral questions" addressed since then to Britain's
politicians, which they have studiously ignored. None can compare
in its dimensions with the minehtymoral imperative which is posed

2

by the foreseeable future composition of the population of the
metropolis and many other major areas and centres in EnEland.

If

ever the government and politicians of a country had a moral duty
to their people, to all of their people, it is the duty to respond
to that imperative.
In earlier years it was possible to account for the universal
dereliction of this duty on grounds of actual ignorance of the
facts, though this explanation was not available to those of us who
were privileged to hear Cabinet :ninietersof both governments declaring in the lobbies and at private parties what the rack and
•

thummikins woulc7not have extorted from them in public:
Enoch's figures are ri.-7ht;we all know thatu

"Of course,

Ey now the utmost

resources of indulgent 'benefit cf the doubt' have long been
exhausted. Liinistersand politicians know well enough what the
future holds and they therefore know The nature of the moral duty
they are declining.
Even so a new act of the drama began when one of them whether deliberately or by acciden-4we shall perhans never know allowed the guard to drop in an interview on Granada Television at
the end of January this year.

The Leader of the Conservative Party

observed that on recent estimates "by the end of the century there

3

- 2 Pakistan here'?
would be 4 million people of the New Comonwealth and
are really
and went on to say2 "that is an awful lot, and people
by people
rather afraid that this country might be rather swamped
spite of all
with a different culture". The chink through which, in

•

ped".
the "rathers", the truth slipped out, was the word "swam
"Swamped" was the word that did it. But did what?
mi7ht be imazined
in a
With the instintive and impenetrable defensiveness that/
the entire
convent where the abbess had been delivered of a baby,
borrow a
Conservative establishment swung into action - if I may
an instant.
phrase from journalism - and plugged the hole again in
Reverend
Babg What baby? How dare anyone spread such rumours about
hedt
Within a fortnight the very idea of "swamping" had vanis
our old
all that the Conservative leader meant was no more than
y "clearly
friend Mr Whitelaw had been saying for years - a polic
seen it
designed to work towards the end of immigration as we have
. Further
in these post-war years". Even that was not sufficient

Lother?

the place
layers of waterproof protective material were applied over
up with due
of the leak. The weeks went by. All would be cleared
ster, which
deliberation and ceremony. At last on 7th April in Leice
e a conhe describe4 in terms of masterly meiosis,as a city "wher

•

, Yr
siderable number of coloured people have made their home"
future
Jhitelaw unveiled proposals for "controlling strictly any
allay many,
immigration into this country". These, he asserted,"will
.

cause such
- perhaps most - of the anxieties about immigration that
damage to race relations today".
Since then two months have passed, two months of silence
Her I:ajesty's
during which neither invitation nor taunt have induced
e people's
Opposition to debate in the House of Commons either t
l lot" of
fear of being "swamped" or what reduction in the "awfu
made by
"People from the Hew Commonwealth and Pakist',n"would be
ngfuture
the end of the century if their proposals for con-trolli
iny and
immigration (proposals which have not yet undenDone scrut
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debate) were put into force. The moral imperative, of facing eeenly
before the people who are "afraid" the reality implicit in that one
word "swamped", is apparently still to remain unfulfilled.
Those who made the estimate that persons of New Commonwealth
and Pakistan ethnic origin - will you forgive me if henceforward,
purely for convenience, I use Mr Whitelaw's less clumsy, though less
accurate, periphrasis and say "coloured"? - will number in Britair
4 millions at the end of the century, expressly stated that the rate
of further immigration between now and then was not a major factor
in the estimate. However, let us be generous and suppose that the
rate of further net immigration after 1980 would be halved by the
and that
Conservative proposals / this would reduce the total in the year
2000 by half a million. "Jillthose who are "afraid" of being
"swamped" by 4 millions be appreciably less "afraid" of beine
"swamped by

million?

If the figure is expressed as a percenta,:ee
of a population
of 50 million, it represents 8 or 7 per cent, as the case may be.
Now I would not for a moment aeree with the Home Secretary that 8
or 7 per cent can be described as a very small, or even as a small,
proportion; on the contrary, I would rep:ardit, like the Leader
of the Opposition, as "an awful lot", though I mie7htnot -uu-,7e
exactly
that terminology. If a coloured population of 8 or 7 per cent were
uniformly distributed over the whole island, a Great Britain in which
onefamily or person in every thirteen - in every street, in every
village, in every town - throughout the length and breadth of
2,ngland,Wales and Scotland, was coloured, would be profouneny diffe/2ent from Great Britain as it is.

levertheless, I would not deacribe

this as being "swamped", nor, I believe, would the Leader of the
Opposition. 1hen she used that revealing word, she was recreenising
the all-i portant fact thet the coloured population is not, and will
not be, uniformly distributed. On the contrary it is, and will be,
concentrated in a peculiarly significant manner.

The inhabit-el

•
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of the areas where the concentrated proportion is already high,
though only half as high as it wal be in 20 years' time, know exactly
what is meant by "swamped", as any observer will do who cares to walk
through the streets or stand outside the schools at the end of the
school day.
Our knowledge of this concentration - of the future "swampinL
of which people are "afraid" - is not derived from projections of
the future total population, whether it be 3* or 4 or more millions
in the year 2000. Moreover, it has nothing whatever to do with
future immigration, high or low, controlled or uncontrolled. It has t/
•

to do with what actually exists-with the proportion, place by place,
of the younger generation which now is coloured and which
represents the minimum proportion of the eventual total population
of those places.

I say "minimum" fur three reasons.

First, the

statement ignores any higher fertility there may be among the
coloured population compared with the rest;

secondly, it ignores

the certainty that, as the coloured proportion increases,
this will produce a higher concentration still, by the tendency of
the rest to move away;

thirdly, the figures omit children born to

coloured parents who were themselves born in the U.K.
of the population aFed 20 and under in Inner London

The make-u7

and in many

industrial towns and cities of kngland has already verified a forner
Home a-ecretary'sprediction, twelve years ago,taata third or more of

will be

the total population/coloured in those places.

The verification

,goeson year by year by the percentag6sof births which are coloured
births.
go by;

The percentages are constant or still rising as the years
that is, the pattern of the foundation-forming generation

becomes more coloured, not less.
I have Quoted the fieures before.
in

In fact, I used to cell ct

pel-con2Tly,place by place, from the local medical officers of

health, before they were recorded by the Registrars and published
by the 1;fficeof Fopulation Censuses and Surveys.

I will quote seme
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Here are the percentages of coloured births to total

of them again.

births over the last five years:
in Bradford, 185Jrising to 21;

in Birmingham, 20h rising to 24'
in Leicester, 2dB rising to 30;

in Wolverhampton, 25cdsteadily; in Greater London as a whole, 18rc
rising to 21y, (the same as Bradford); but within Greater London,
3(X,in Lambeth, 3lB in Tower Hamlets, 35
-ling, 38y,in Haringey and 42

..37in

n Hackney and ilewham,

in 32ent.

I repeat, the future which is already present in those fiEures
owes nothing to future immigration. Any future immigration is a
bonus on top.

To pretend, or to allow anyone to suppose, that this

410 "s amping" can be
tion, however

affected by any measures to control or end immigra-

draconian, would be immoral.

It would be the evaeien

and denial of the moral duty by which governments, parties and
politicians are now confronted. That duty is to scknowledge befare
the face of the people the facts as they are in their full alarmin7
extent;

to acknowledge that the facts cannot be appreciably altered

by ending immigration; and to acknowledge that the facts give ample
ground for people's fears.
Confronted by this duty, those upon whom it lay have hitherto
kept silent. They durst not admit the crucial facts, because, if
once they did so, they could not stop there but would be obliged to
state how they proposed to avert the consequences. The facts, the
consequences, and the means of averting them all were beyond tne
moral stature of the politicians of our time to grasp and handle
So they averted their gaze, on the calculation that not they themselves, but those who would com- after, would be called upon to
d-inK this cup.

Such is The stature of this generation of

Like some of their predecessors, they have been content to
er
upon those who
purchase present ease by entailing grea caLarf„ity
come after. A Britain with the pattern of population that has
already been created for the future would be neither Britain nor
peca_b].c, nor

g verrable

- and un t, because

of human nature in

society, as it is at all times and in all places, ELndnot because
of some special depravity in any one section of that population.
Violence does not break upon such a scene because it is willed or
contrived, though in the individual instance it appears to be so,
but because it lies in the inevitable course of events. When
precisely and how precisely break-down come; is never knowable in
m,
advance, oven thowh the break-down in tself is predictable. ine
kaleidoscope of particular causes and conjunctions makes a mockery
of the attempt to choose between tomorrow or twenty years hence.
'

But this much may be ventured.

Lonh before one-third of the inner

metropolis and of key cities and industrial areas of :ngland have
II!
into the control of a population which,by reason of the
,)Elssed
stronest impulses and interests of huzlannature, neither can nor
will identify itself or be identified with the rest, those wh

foresaw and feared that they would be "s 2mped" will be driven by
equally strong impulses and interests to resist and prevent it
The penalty, alas, will not be paid, thou5h the blame may in the
eye of history be borne, by those who today know they have a moral
duty but refuse to do it.

K.CTFOR PUBLICATIO-1,T
OR HL2ERLCE
TO COI'.7.1E2T
B7PORE TIljE02 2=IVIE7
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, ITIP
to a
public meeting of the Safeguard Britain Campaign
in the Central Hall, 'jestminster
2.30 pm, Saturday, 3rd June 1978

The last twelve months have been a bad year for Iritain. Tn
that year the Parliament of the United Kingdom, which five years
earlier had committed theThitherto inconceivable act of renunciation
by formally transferring to an external power the right to make the
laws, impose the taxes and determine the policies of government in
this country, proceeded further.

It is hard to say whether the

second act of self-degradation was not more humiliating than t}-le
first.

Certainly it ,gas no less revolutionary. In 1978 Parliament

invested with its own source of authority - direct election of the
House of Commons by the people - representatives to go from the
United Yindom

to the assembly of that external institution to which

it had already surrendered its own exclusive right to legislate,to
tax and to control government.
Of all nations in the world, this prliamentary nation ought
least to be in doubt as to the meaning of what has been done in its
name.

A directly elected European parliament signifies, and is

intended to signify, that the elected assemblies of the component
states are henceforth to lose, in all matters pertaining to the
European Community, the authority which popular election gives.
They have become the parliaments of provinces, sovereign only in
such matters as at any time still remain outside the sphere of the
Community. They will not have even the standing of the provincial
legislatures in a federation, whose rishts, powers and competences
are at least secured by the constitution of the federatlo .
directly elected parliament of the Community, taking its decisions
iy

majori

ment

r

vote,declares more eloquently than any speech or argu-

the fact that the Community is itself a state, a superior

st-te.

L,-Pn'stthe claim of its elected assembly to greater and

- 2 more effective powers, against the claim of the Community to even
wider spheres of action, there can ce no defence on the part of
those who gave it a directly elected Darliament.

'What', they will

be asked, 'did you imagine you were doing? Did you suppose there
was no meaning or intention behind the creation of an assembly
directly representing the whole population of the Community? And
in any case, what is your own warranty?

It was the Hurolpeanasseffbly,

not your little local parliaments, which your constituents authorisal
to speak on their behalf.'
This staggering act of renunciation was performed by the

0

House of Commons - I say nothing about the House of Lords, which in
all gre-t issues can be relied upon to take the opposite side to
the people - by large majorities, comprising the greater part of
both the main political parties.

The Conservative Parliamentary

Party, which contains only a derisory handful of dissentients, was
so i bued with haste and enthusiasm to see the new Continental state
established and the House of Commons stripped of the power to interfere, that it did what for an Opposition is as rare as it is unforgivable; it actually supported the motion of the Government to
guillotine debate on a measure of undeniable constitutional charactar
and significance. As for the Labour Party, a majority of which had
favoured a Ho-vote referendum three years before and whose Party

4i1pConference and Hational Lxecutive were both flatly opposed tc direct
elections, the authority of government and the power of patronage
steam-rollered all but a small minority into subjection

4-

iC

erstwhile paladins of parliamentary incipendenceand of the powers of
the Lieue of Commons, the Feet, the Shores and the Silkins, crowded
hreugh the same lobby as the Heath-shaped and the Jenkins-minded.
spectacle to watch,
It 'Lasan appallin-,g

the authority Which

he 1,eoplehad given in brief trust to these men being used by the
to put an end, so far as in them lay, to Hritain as a nation and to
louse of Commons as a sovereign assembly.

Henceforward the

7
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eye of history is averted from these men:

they did their worst, ana

the power to repair it no longer resides in them.

If it be the

will

of the people of Eritain still to be a nation, if it be their determination to be ruled by themselves and not by others, only they can
now recover what has been cast away and cancel the contract made in
their name but without their willing assent. Parliament has failed
the peoplewhat

is not yet known is whether the people will fail

themselves. Britain itself has now to show whether it is a nation
There will be no room for excuse or prevarication; for

or not.

parliaments, parties and politicians are the creatures of the
-people, and in the last analysis its reflection and its
instruments.

of
Of practical power ana/constitutional right there is no lack;

physically and legally there is no impediment to the British people's
will.

Her .fajesty'sGovernment at the time of the referendum

declared,in the face of Europe and the world, on the highest constitutional authority and without a breath of contradiction, that in
the event of a Yes majority, Britain's centinuin,gmembership of the
Community would "depend on the continuing assent of Parliament."
The referendum changed nothing and could change nothin,g. The
iLuropeanCommunities Ast 1972, like the European Assembly Elections
Act 1978, is as repealable as any other act by the parliament wb en

A

made it or by any subsecuent parliament. The treaties do not oust
the riht

of Parliament, nor are they morally bindin:zupon Parlia=t,

that only
because they were made in the knowledge and understandin,c:
"the continuing assent of Barliament,"day by day and mouth by rn-,71th
until it is withdrawn, is the basis of Britain

=bership

of the

I.C.
1Toris there any physical or practical force majeure - not
tTlatforce Eaieure

tJverbeen an argument acknowled-d by nations

as a bar upon the assertior of their right to be se

In every

directicn it is Britain that has the whip hand, Eritain that can
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make her own terms as to what shall be the form and content of her
relationship with the European Community and the states that compose
it.

The huge trading surplus of the rest of the Community with the

United Kingdom is a hostage in our hands:

it is for us, not for

them, to say upon what conditions - and, for my part, they would
be liberal conditions - their trade with usshould continue. It is
for us, not for them, to say whether there shall be a common
fisheries policy, and on what terms; for 60

of the waters, and

nearly 8CW,of the catch, is in our own sovereiJrnseas - or rather,
in seas which would be our own sovereign seas from •he moment we
renounce

the surrender of 1971.

,Lsfor energy, it is in Britain

or under British control that some of the most importat sources and
reserves exist:

if there is to be regulation, it is we who have

power to do the regulating. As for food and raw materials, the
world is at our doorstep complaining that the abundance of Hew
Zealand, Kustralia and the Kmericas is kept out or penalised by the
a dreadful sancautarchic restrictions of the Common 1:larket. .-hlat
tion, to make us tremble in our shoes - the threat of b ing able,
outside the e.L. ., to buy the world's best and cheapest, including
the E..C.'s

own subsidised exported surpluses!

So T repeat:

Britain is free, free morally, free legally

and free economically, to make her own choice, to be a nation or to
be no nation.

la

7or Britain's people there is no alibi, no subterfu,

no excuse.
There will in the coming year be two elections in the , lited
'netom. The one, apparently to be in June 1979, is the election of
our miserable minority of 81 members in the European parliament,
that parliament whose existence elenalises our renunciation of the
I shall say something about that
will
election before I conclude; but first there/surely come the making

status of a self-governing nation.

of a new British parliament by the British people.
opportunity to which our eyes ought to turn;

That is the

for throughout our

•

1
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history,whenever we had to take a great national decision, our
instinct was to take it by creatiug a new parliament.
But people say:

"How are we to do that?

What shall we do?"

Iour years ago, in February 1974, I addr ssed myself not to all my
fellow-subjectsbut to those who, like myself, re7arded the maintenance or the recovery (if it be lost or prejudiced) of Britain's
parliamentary independence and sovereignty as the supreme political
question, overtopping and owarfing all others.
I still address myself;

It is to them that

for on that I have not altered my judgment

and do not see ho7fI ever can.

But in tilemeantime there have becn

two changes, one favourable, the other not.
The favourable change is that, on all possible indications,
the numb'r of those with whom I share this prejudice and determination has grown much larger, while at the sEme time the scales of
deception and of self-deception have fallen from many eyes.

The

meaning of Britain's membership of the
L.C. in terms of national
be
abnegation - what it means to/the citizen of a mere govince of a
European state and not the subject of an independent nation - has
been borne in upon the reluctant understandin of one aass and
calling,after another. '-hateverwas tho case four years ago, we
belong today, you and I, to a mifhty host, - clear majority of our
fellow Britons.
That is the first and favourable change.
adverse.

The other change is

In February 1974 one of the two main political parties,

the Labour Party, undertook in its manifesto - as it undertook aecia
at the subsequent general el ction in Octobler1974 - to renegotiate the Treaty of Accession u.flOn
terms which were incompatible
with membership of the Common liarketin anything resembling its
present form.

It was therefore both possible, and necessary, to

advise those who shared my view on British membership and on the
paramount importance of preserving and regainina our national stat s
to vt--tt?.
:in such a way as to socure the return of a Labour Government,
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11)since

the opposing political party was totally committed to the

contrary cause.

In the event the Labour Party's commitment was

thrown out of the window when it had served its purpose of garnering
extra votes.

'lith a cynicism and immorality excelled only bp the

1970 Heath government's reversal of every principle on which it had
administration
been elected, the ..rilson
which it had promised to renegotiate
confirm by referendum that membership

abandoned all the items

ard then advisaithe public to
which

of the Community aainst

the Labour Party had voted in oppositbn and which it had undertaken
either to alter radically or, failin7 that, to terminate.
Ls a conseTuence, it is no lonser possible for you and me to
secure our object and defend our country by the natural and direct
method .which the British party system should offer to the electoTate.
1e can no lon:er vote for either party, for eithrr government, as a
means to our end.

True, the Labour Party in its national conference

and its I-ational Txecutive speaks, and has spoken, with our voice;
but that voide was treated by the Labour governm=t
Parliamentary

Party with unconcealed

and the Labour

contempt and they were told in

master row".
effect by Labour's prime minister that The was t'r.e

.c

will not mire the Labour Tarty a second opportunity to make a
mockery of our determination

to rely upon the dcmocratic

process.

.J

••••••••••••••••••......,* -•• •••
••
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But we are not,for all that,'orithoutresource.
system has broken in our hands.

parliamentay

The party

/7

Ye will appeal above its head to

the electoral system itself, the electors' right to vote for :he
candidate who offers what he, the elcctor, wants and to vote for
coo ,*1,er

Those candidates, and only those candidJtes,ought

receive our vote at

the nextc_,neral

election who arc individually

committed, irrespective of personal consecuences, to
ccci

to

cr', what

we

do if we were in their place, namely, to vote on all occasions

and all sutjects in such a way as to terminate _Britain's present
2Thcrship

c-)f
thc'

othor services and ME2-1—it

- 7no Member who before the referandum voted for the acceptance of the
status quo, no Member who voted for the direct elections Bill, no
Hember who voted to drive that measure through under guillotine,
need come before us in. the expectation that we will demean ourselves
and renounce our deepest convictions by helping to return hion

h2

will neud recantation and absolution by bell, book and candle if he
is to hope for that,
Now arises the clamour of objection from the faint-hearted
and the muddle-headed.
candidate may get in;

"Oh but •.. if we do that, the other
and he is just as bad, just as pro-Market".
,.........

••••

••

•••••

"Oh but ... if we do that, we may JTeta Labour government a=,in"

/0

(or "a Conservative government") "and we don't want that - it would
be the ruination of Britain". And so on, and so on;
we have heard it all before.
say.

we know it all,

The question whether we mean what we

If we care more than anything else about recovering and

maintaining Britain's parliamentary independence and self-government,
if we believe that a man should put country before party when the
two conflict, then the consequence is this: we shall use our vote,
and let it be seen and known that we shall use our vote, for that
superior purpose and that alone.

Otherwise we are merely humbugs

and time-servers, mice and not men, people who, when they have to
choose, prefer party interest and class interest to national interest
and show themselves ulaworthyof those gone before who were ready to
.

sacrifice everything for what is now being sold so cheaply.
So each will be sitting in judgment on himself when that
time comes, to answer for himself, to his shame or pride, the old
cuestion2

"hat sort of people do they think we are?"

But let

no one evade his responsibility by supposing either'that his
intention will have no political effect or that he can shuffle the
matter off on to the Thropean direct elections when they come along.
tell you that no political party -isimpervious to the pros-Qcot
that even a fraction of the majority now in Britain who deplore and

24
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regret our membership of the

±,.C.would withhold their votes from

any candidate who was not anti-narket. from ministers or shadow
ministers to the-run-down afent's office in the hopeless seat, the
effect would be felt, the prospect would be,:into transmute the
attitudes and behaviour of our rulers.

But you have t

mean what

you say. You have to mean it,and you have to do it.
As for the European elections, I have only one observation;
for let there be no misunderstanding about it, that The ,=.enera,1
election is what matters, that and that only.

It is the only thin

that matters because it is the House of Commons and no other body
which holds in its hand, for yea or nay, Britain's membership of the
Community and the form, if any, in vrhichwe may be
associated with it.

to be

Hence the one warniur I must give about the

direct elections.
There is no such thing as an anti-Ilarketmember of the
:uropean assembly from the moment that that body is directly
be,
elected and ceases to/ as at present, a coll,ction of party deputations from the assemblies of the component state.

It would be an

absurd self-contradiction if an individual were to say;
anti- arket;

but I ask you to elect me to the European assembly

so thrt T ma7 use my place there to work for the end of Britain's
me bership". m
Ihe European assembly has no powers in any such
matter.

The place and the body to end Britain's membership - the

place for resistance, obstruction, açitation - is Westmin,7tar,
11;40
because that is where the power to take the decision lies. The
European assembly would say, and ri,ehtlysay, to such a p ,rson:
"Go home, you fool.

If you do not like the

or Britain',,

membership,then persuade your own countrymen and your own
parliament; but do net make a nuisance of yourself to no purpose
here",

All through political history to the present time there

have been nationalist members

eY'' elected

assom.blies,hose people

had s,entthsm there for the express purpose of docla.ri,7that they

-9-repudiated the claims and authority of those assemblies to which
they had been elected andwere

determined to have their countrTles

reco7nised as nations in their own right. But in all such cases it
was those assemblies which possessed the power to grant or withhold
that independence. A candidate who stood and was elccted to the
European assembly as an opponent of British membership with the
object of brinctngthat me bership to an end would be ossilly as an
elected to lestminster when there was
Irish 1Tationalistwho ,E:ot
already a national parliament in Dublin with aeknowledged power to
dissolve the Union.
It is

to

the Kouse of Commons that we must look;

it is

upon the coming general election that we must concentrate our
thou27htsand purposes. L11 else is a diversion and a distraction,
calculated only to weaken the resolution of that large and ::_rowing
thouin not yet fully awakened multitude who will not suffer their
coun,ry to be no lore:ernumbered among the nations of the earth.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR REFERENCE
TO CONTENT BEFORE TIHE OF DELIVETLY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell to the
Eastbourne Parliamentary Club, Queen's Hotel,
Eastbourne
2nd June 1978
Friday,
8 pm,
It is a matter of popular belief that the economy and even
the politics of Britain are heavily and increasingly dominated by
the power of the trade unions.

Perhaps the prevalence of this

belief is not surprising when you consider how many people have a
vested interest in propagating and maintaining it.

After all, one

can hardly expect the unions themselves to cry down their own
41110--

power.
110

True or false, it is gratifying to be regarded as poworfulf

it is good for one's self—esteem; it is good for getting one's way
by threat or bluff;

and it is good for picking up all the perks and

privileges which come from being thought influential.
So trade =ion

leaders are likely to

70

around basking in the

attribution to them of more power than they suspect they really
possess. The last thing they want is to be debunked. I make no
complaint; that is human nature.
Then there are the politicians, and particularly the Labour
and Conservative Parties, which, curious to relate, have both an
equal vested interest, though for opposite reasons, in building u;:,
and protecting the myth of increainL

110power.

and

ovrweening

trade union

The Conservatives think that if they can frighten sufficient

of the electors with the bogey of dominant trade unions, manipulated
s, that will enable them to
st
by sinister left—wing or 1.;:arxioperator

yin the next election, without either explainireswhat exactly they
it
would propose to do about/or having to talk too much about what went
wrong in 1974.
exaggerating

The Labour Party, on the other hand, believe that

the power of the unions and frightening

the doctorate

with what might happen if the unieris got the bit betlgeeiitheir

teeth,
on terms

can sell themselves as the only party capable of keepin
the unions and buying these modern Danes off with the

- 2 minimum of Danegeld. It may be a bit ignominious; but if it's good
for doing doyn the Tories, what matter?
The political parties and the trade unions themselves already
add up to a formidable combined vested interest in the magnification
of union rower;

but even that is not the lot.

Government as such,

irrespective of party, has in recent years acquired a similar vested
interest. You may think that surprising, but the thing is really
quite simple. lioderngovernments want to do all sorts of things
which they are actually incapable of doing - sometimes because those
things are inherently impossible or even absurd.

They would be

110shown up for fools or knaves if they attempted to do those things
directly, by legislation or by governmental power.

So from the

start, but much more passionately since the Heath fiasco of 1974
taught them "no end of a lesson", governments have tried to deliver
the undeliverable by voluntary means, by persuasion, by coaxing and
by admonishing the citizens themselves to behave like good fellows.
This manoeuvre obviously depends upon the existence of organised
bodies outside government which, if only they can be persuaded, yill
perform voluntarily what government is unable or unwilling to accomplish directly. Ijoderngoverrment therefore needs to discover, or,
if they do not exist, to create,"principalities and powers", in
-

order to entrust them with its own tasks*

110can be represented as

The more powerful these

being, the more reasonable appears the action

of government. What ls better still - and this is immensely importTnt
to politicians - the easier it is to blame somebody else if the
results are disappointing.

ou can only shift blame on to someone

r;hois believed to be pretty poyerful - preferably as powerful 7Ls

,

yourself or even more so, Henee the vested interest of all governments, as governments, ii.thr-myth of union power.
So it all mounts up to a gr-nd conspiracy in which all f=r
participants - unions, Conervatives, Socialists and governments join together to sell trde

union bower to an alrmdy

credulous

- 3 public. -Jhatis more, it is a conspiracy of the most eff ctive sort,
nanely, one which is tacit and for most of the participants unconscious and unanalysed. 'Littlewonder that its success has been
almost complete

Nonetheless, the supposed dominant position of the

trade unions is a fabrication croated by the behaviour of the very
people who profess to be most alarmed or embarrassed by union power.
In describing the travels of Gulliver, Dean Swift might well
have brought his hero to a country whose rulers were engaged in
attempting by force of laws and exhortations to make water flow
uphill, because they had

persuaded themselves that only if the

411laws of gravitation were thus defeated could their people be saved
from the dire effects of their own misgovernment. To their
indignation and dismay, however - and to Gulliver's amuse critthey found that the architects and artificers, nay the very watercarriers and domestics, combined together in their respective
guilds and fraternities (for that country enjoyed the blessings of
collective bargaining) remained impervious to all threats and
persuasion whatsoever and obstinately continued to permit, and even
to encourage,water to run downhill instead of uphill. A few
cons-oicuousoffenders were publicly denounced by the rulers of that
country, who proceeded to pillory them by inscribing their names on

•

what was called a "black list";

but the sheer numbers of the rest

who had failed to comply with the law - it was called the Vfater
(Prevention of Gravitation) Act, arLdhad been passed almost
unanimously by the parliament - wore manifestly too great to be
coerced without the certain risk of revolution or civil war.

In

consequence,when Gulliver arrived, he discovered that all the
inhabitants of that country, from the highest to the lowest,were
firmly convinced that the real power in the stte no lon:er lay with
the duly elected and appointed governors but had been taken over by
tZac,,foresaidguilds and confraternities.

4
In the last thirty years governments in Britain - and not
only in Britain - have deliberately caused the :epreciation of the
currency by increasing its Quantity to meet their own expenditures.
Simultaleously they have attempted, first by persuasion, then by
compulsion, and finally by persuasion again, to prevent the inevitable conseauences of inflation following in terms of rising
money wages,

Yhen this proved impossible, they invited the public

to deduce that the unions were more powerful than the state. iiore
subtly, the present government, having partially desisted from
financing its expenditure by the creation of newmoney, hos attributed
this result to their own special ability to manage and persuade the
all-powerful trade unions.

The public has enjoyed every minute of

the show, and has swallowed the patter as greedily as yokels watching a conjuror at a fairground.
Unfortunately, deception or self-deception on this national
scale is not harmless,

That governments and political parties should

attribute to the trade unions a7-1
economic and consequently a
7,0liticalpower which they do not possess is dangerous. it is
dangerous because (since all government rests upon opinior1),
the
dividing line between imaginary power -odad
real power is a narrow
one. It is dangerous because (since the supposed trade union power
_
is no part of the constitution), different sections of the comrdunity

411
are thereby encouro.gedto fear and consequently to hate one anothoTheyr,are not wantinF signs t_ot this is happening; for the myth
trade union power is visibly extending beyond its native
so-collo counter-inflation policy into wider fields.

Trca

of

It is

asserted that,in a highly sophisticated modern technolthgicaleco

fl

labour is so specialised - or alternatively the sources of en-rgy
concentrated-that the collctive withdrawal of labour can bring
life to a standstill and that therefore those who can organise the
2_ollectivewthdra-riolof labour occupy a dominant position.

- 5 There are two ouite distinct sr,nsesin which this assertion
can be made.
If it relates to remuneration, it is nonsense. Whatever be
the scarcity value of the small numbers of persons occupying
supposedly key technological positions, that value is already
expressed by their relative remuneration, which reflects tho supnly
and demand for that specific aptitude and qualification no less and
no more than the relative supply and demand for doalface workers
and sixth-form mathematics teachers is reflected by their relative
remuneration. There is, so to speak, "no more to come" until the
conditions of supply and demand alteilan

those, by definition, the

workers to riotdetermine. If withdrawal of labour would extort a
hiher

figure, the figure would have been extorted already. The

power utations are no more manned by self-denying philanthopists
than are the intensive care units or the judicial bench.

The riight-

mare of power station workers insisting on £20,000 a year tax free
as from tomorrow is exactly that - a nightmarP. The trade unions
have as little power to alter real values as they have

r.eue to

alter the value of money.
On the other hand, quite clearly, the collective withdral:El
of
labour can achieve a political result,though that is no more true in
_

-

-ow

••

•

_

Isrfaiglirooliaol•

a hiE.hlytechnological age than in any other, since the crucial
condition is the prevalence of widespread disaffection with existing
consitutional circumstances, combined with an equally widesp_ead
willingness to accept the risks and loss implicit in the atteOpt to
alter them by massive withdrawal of labour.

classic, though

miniature, exaziplewas the strike in Horthern Ireland in 'lay197i3
which caused or accelerated tbe r si nation of the power-sharing
E=cutive

set up under the 1973 Pct and thus rendered that act

unworkable.
The:question here is not whe, er a genera and det=inr-d
withdrawal of labour can be politically effe-ctive- that goes wihout

- 6 saying - but whether the necessary conditions actually or foreseeably exist in Britain. The answer to that cluestionmight he in
doubt if the trade union leadership coll ctively were bent upni
specific constitutional change and if that object were widely and
firmly shared by millions of trade unionists. Nothing could be
further from reality than that.

The T.U.C. are about as desirous

to the Crown in Parliament
of providing an alternative .0.overnment
as the Chiefs of Staff - it is a toss-up which of tho two bodies
would be more terrified at the prospect of being called upon to do
so - and the rank and file of trade unionists no more expect their
loaders to entertain such an ambition than the Army expects the high
command to lead it in an assault on Buckingham Palace.
Nobody outside a tiny obsessional fringe would have attributed
to the trade unions either th

will or the power to exercise a

dominant political role in Rritain if it had not been for the
absurd economic misconceptions which have been fostered during
twn.ty gears of high inflation. 'ThenPdward Heath and the Conservative Party propounded to the nation in 1974 the question!
governs Britain?", they may have thought that they were asking!
"Lo you want to be govrnA

by Pf%rliamentor the T.N.C.?" In fact

they were only asking! "Who decides whether -ratershall run uphill?''
Britain has enough real conflicts to resolve and real evils to
and unreal
encounter without beinh7burdened with spurious fea-r-s
-

Q71/_Ls4

,o.

The fear of domination by trade union power is a„.1.eng

the most divisive an:a-themost siDurious.

'JOTTOR PUBLIC_TIO7 OR RTfEREKCE
70 COI=TET-T
B-.BORETIT= OF DI:LIVERY
Extract from speech by the Rt. Hon. 0. Enoch Po7iell1:1?
to the federation of Sussex Industries at the Olde
Felbridge Hotel, Crawley
7.45 pm, Wednesday, 31st Uay 1978

When you first invited me to speak to you:Six months ago-yon
asked me to compare the future of Britain if we remain in the 0.L.C.
with our future if we leave it.

That we have the legal and con-

stitutional power to leave it is undisputed, -.6.4.1./4t
the time of
the 1975 referendum, HHS1stated officially that, if the result were
Yes, fBritain's continuing membership would 'depend on the continuing
assent of Parliament". That is.,Parliament - either this parliament

•

or a fu ure one - can revoke that assent at any tin)e„eitherexplicitly or else implicitly by taking some action inconsistent with
membership.

In practice, what would no doubt happen would be that

our membership would be replaced by some other form of association,
by which we accepted some of the economic an

none of the political "

implications of membership.
The question however, 'will Britain fare better inside or
outside the E.E.C.?' is a very peculiar one, quite unlike such
questions as, for example, 'will Britain fare better with the
pound on a gold equivalent standard?' or 'will Britain fare bPtter
with a policy of selective import controls?' In fact, the question
is inherently a non-question, because Britain inside the Com=nity
4110
will be something essentially different from Britain not in the
Community, and there is ther“ore no common element in the comparison - no tertium com arationis, as the logicians say.

Britain

not in the Community is a sovereign,self-governed - in our case,
barliamentarily self-governed - nation, like for example, Iiorway,
or Zambia or the 3t

Union.

Britain in,,idethe Corrunity is a

ofa larger state, bearing increasinly the relationship to
7..C.which th Zest Hidlands b.ear totheUnited Ki ..
uorn.

part
the

,

That radical cha -e in entity has already proceeded much farther

2

Lfr

- 2 there is for example no such thing as a British

than is realized

trade policy, a British agricultural policy, a British fishery
policy - in all these and other respects Britain has already ceased
to be Britain.

But the decision to participate in electing a super-

parliament of the IBBC.

is an explicit declaration - the moqt
- of the intention to promote

explicit conceivable to an Enlishman

and comsiete the process of abnegation of. national status for Britaa
wi
what remains belongA'to the category of 17hat differentiate$ the
.

:est hidlands from other regions of the U.K.

Direct elections are,

other words, an. achnowledgement-advance

of the non-

in

41,

nationhood

of Britain in the Lo-E.00

In order therefore to turn the cluotion into a real one, it
is necessary

to alter it radically;

instead of askin:7

Britair

fare better inside or outs-ide the -2.L.0.?' one must ask ?Do you
perqonally want Dritair i-h future to be a region of the B.1:0(2,or
a natior state?'

Uotice that the real Question is addressed to an

individual and can only be answered individually.

This is because

the existence of Britain as a collective entity to which those
whom the Questioner addresset belong is the very point at issue,
and cannot therefore be taken for granted.

Only individuals can

Lell you whothor they do or do not belong - do or do not wish to
belong - to this or that collective entity.
kn important consequence immediately follows°
the real question is wholly subjsctvo,

The answer to

and cannot bo arrived at

by a process of reasonins,.from facts - not even agreed facts.
is,in short, a matter of rrell)dioe

It

A man who says 'I feel mysel:'

t• be an 1:nglishman' and another who says

feel myself to be a

European' cannot arTue their difference out by reaeoning, no more
than a man who says 'my suimme loyalty under Clod is to the Sueer'
and another who says 'my supreme loyalty is to the Treaty of -Some
and

±,

the European

-;eurtas -its interpreter.'

about their difforonce,

Thoy can fisght

but they cannot settle it by reason.

4

- 3

7

-

This remains true, even if they could a-ree about the conduences for individuals as individuals of Eritain being a nation
outsidelor the name of a province inside,the European Economic
Community. 17',
person would be guilty-of no contradiction who said
'I believe that everyone in this island yould be better offin twenty
years' time if it is part of the

C. than if Britain is a nation

state; but I wish Britain to be a nation state,' This is an
expression of preference which countless times in history men have
felt and acted upon:
I•

it is entirely rational to say 'I prefer

a ion

ca e

Lop 2 unz,l_

having-T-77o
ears and
'CVULL

wannIng-ur

to havirn,-7
two cars and a washil-]j=

up machine at all'. 1:len
have joyfully accepted severer deprivations,
not to say sacrifices, for the sake of preserving a collective
entity whose exclusive claiato

their loyalty and self-identification

they acknowleded.
It folloys that I would be quite happy to debate -ftm
prospective economic conseuences for the population of these
islands, or of various parts of these islands, of their formir , or
not forminizpart of tho I]uropeanCommunity, it is a subject upon
which rational discourse is possible, thou-h the assumptions and
uncertainties are so large that any rational conclusion would bp
hi

"only

cy

entative or conditional. Mat I would be prepared to do so
on the clear understandin; that any conclusion would be ir-

relevant to te

question

outside the T.E.C.'

qill Britain fare better inside or

For that stipulation the reason

I have

ziven would be adequate justification. i.ere is, however, a still
deeper and more important insir,7ht,
of which we have arrived at the
threshold
You may have noticed the very wide and general word which
I selected in framing the oriinal form of the Question: 'Yill
Dritin fare better ...

'"")

It is the verb which corresponds to

the kountwelfard, and embraces within itself all that we endeavour

4
to express and measure as the 'standard ofmore.

all that, and

The weakness of attempts to measure 'stardard of living',

'economic growth' and the rest is_that they leave out whatever by
its nature cannot be measured and reduced to commensurable and
internationally comparable terms by a numerical index. Ey this
omission all such attempts are foredoomed to exclude aspects of life,
even of the individual's life, which he values more highly than some
of the commensurable ones.

They are part of his social and natural

environment, and the exclusion of them from a definition of his
standard of living results in untruth and even in absurdity. It

•

......"--

••• •••••- ••-•••+,

-

follows that the 'welfare' cf the individual cannot be abstracted
from the existence and nature of a particular society - especially,

as man is a 'political animal', from the existence and nature of
a particular political society, not excluding the most emphatic form

of political society, the nation state.
we arrive at the conclusion that,,evenin terms of
individual welfarethe question
Britain fare better inside or
outside the =.C.?'
defies ratioral answer, let alone economic
To

answer. ',That
is more, the attempt araiional

or economic anst7er

recoils upon the questioner; for even in the narrowest and most
materialistic sense of the term, the economic performance of
individuals notoriously varies enormously according to their social
and political setting. The individuals comprisedin a ,givenpopulation, viewed merely as units of economic production, are literally
not the same people when they become, or cease to se, a nation state.
Their potentiality is altered beyond reconition.
The ruestion cf Tritain's memborship of the
supreme political issue of our time,
party political. flometimesit is;
is

is the

That is not say that it is

and sometimes it is not.

cortain is that it can never, witheut deception

deceptio be answered other than politically;

fnr

nr

self-

to

d'

fhat

so is to

pretend out of existenc:eman's most characteristic dimension, as an
individual and in society.
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Speech by the Rt. Hon. J_ Enoch Powell MP, to the
Crossgar Branch of the South Down Unionist Association,
at the Orange Hall, Inch, Downpatrick,
8 pm Saturday, 6th "Jiay
1978

The virtually unanimous decision of Parliament tc give 1Torthacn
Ireland the same representation in the Nouse of Commons as any other
similar part of the United Kindom
and opened another.
an unhappy one

has brought to a close one era

The era which it has brought to a close was

it was the era of successive attempts to thrust

Northern Ireland out of the United Hin,c,dom
altogether by conferring
-independence, under the guise of 'home rule',upon the island of
-

Ireland as a whole.

All these attempts had one thing in commonf

they ignored the 'Ulster dimension'. •

have heard a great deal, a

great deal too much, about the 'Irish dimension'. Little has been
heard, and less understood, about the 'Ulster dimension', with consequences which have been tragic for Ulster and lamentable for the
United 'Rinbdom.
The 'Ulster dimension' was not somethini invented in the secofd
half of the 19th century by those who oposed

Gladstone's Home Rule

bills and who would if necessary have resisted to the bitter end
the Ho e Rule Act of Asquith.

Long before that time the impossibiltu

of Ulster being governed as part of an Irish state had been one of
#

the axioms of statesmanship which those who had to do with Ireland
learnt and proved by experience. The Ulster dimension did not even,
as if:ccmrlonv but ignorantly believed, begin with the plartations
of the early seventeenth century.

s far back as history goes,

and further still..into pre history, Ulster was a separate entity,
whose affinities (in every sense of that word) were more with the
adjacent mainland, 14 miles away, than with the remainder of the
island. This separateness was somethin7 which Ulster imposed upon
1-lose
who dwelt in it rather than somethin•ich
in

it imposed upon Ulster.

those who dwelt

- 2
It was this fact of life which condemned to eventual
failure
the successive attempts to force or trick the peopl
e of Ulster into
an all-Irish state, and more recently the still more
futile efforts,
under the banner of an "Irish dimensionu, to erect
institutions in
Ulster whereby its people would bear allegiance and
maintain loyalty
to two separate and independent states at the same time,
That there
will and can be no repetition of these disastrous error
s is guaranteed, so far as anything humanly can be guaranteed,
by Parliament's
recognition, for the first time, of the actual reali
ty of the phrase,
so often insincerely used in the past, that Ulster
is an integral
part of the United Kingdom. For the first time since
1920 the fact
that Ulster and Great Britain are "one nation" has
been affirmed, in
deeds and nct words, by the forum of the nation itsel
f. It is time
now to look to the positive aspect of "the Ulster dimen
sion" - to
turn from defence against what it is not to assertion
of -whatit is.
Ulster is an integral part of the nation, like any
other that is accepted and proven - but it is not the only
part of the
nation which has its owr "dimension", That is
why to apply to tbe
unconditional recognition of Ulster as an integ
ral part of the nation
the term

/integration', conveying as it aoes the overt-nes of
uniformity and
undifferentiation, is so gravely misleading, if not
mischievous.
_
4
There are other regional dimensions in Britain, profo
und, historic
and self-conscious,

which would be resistant to the suggestion that

their integral and equal participation in the Unite
d Kir dom somehow
represented

effacement.

ileathas now to be done is to secure the same prati
cal recog.nition of the 'Ulster dime-sion' as of 71ste
r's participation in the
national unity.
The existence since 1972 of a separate offic

e of

Secretary of State, answeratle

to F'arlament like all other members

of the govern ent hut identified with and respo
nsible
o:tto be a valuable asset;

for Ulster,

and to he Secretary or Under-Secretary

of State for Kor iern Treisnd ghof7d in years to
come be a lo7 timbe

- 3 object of ambition for Uls.ter Pi.P.s,though ni7t nocoonarily for
Ulster h.P.s only.

Unfortunately,

the positive significance of

office is at present prejudiced by the fact that Ulster has been
bereft since 1973 cf the right to administer
through its own elected r,presentatives,

its agn local affairs

a right which the rest of

the United Kingdom takes for granted and which is one of the means
whereby the other dimensions within the nation find expression.
It simply is absurd and intolerabl, to continue year after
year with l'jinistersresponsible

to Parliament who are in day-to-day
4-

charge of matters which county councils and district councils ought
to bo administering
to

and would administer better.

I would not care

contemplate what we should hoar from the Cornish or the Cumbrians,

the Cleordies or the Londoners, if their elected representatives
charge of nothing more than bus shelters and playing-fields,
everything else was controlled by Ministers

had

and

sitting in -arliament.

They would soon want to know what had happened to their dimension.
There just is no substitute for local government by local people,
locally elected and locally responsible.
the administration

However, it is not only

of the lay but the law itself which reflects and

expresses the different dimensions %ithin the nation.
It remains to be seen whether the concurrent legislative
powers which the present government, against the sense of a majorit:j
in the House of Commons, is persisting in erecting in Scotland and
ales can be made to work.

Your Unionist representatives

had

the gravest misgivings,

and joined with those who believe that this

response to nationalism

could undermin,=.-

Union itself

in

opposing this legi lation and trying at least to remove its most
objecticnablo

fe tures.

oh uld the bills go through and run the

,7„-auntlet
of the referend.a,w0 shall h.ve to see what happens.
Farliament can and does, as it always has done, le
(where necessary)
°

late

differently and specially for differ nt parts of

Fcr instance, ealis far back in the last century was nivan

- 4 a different, and in some ways superior, structure of eduction

from

that in the rest of the country.
.,ehave a great task before us in securinp: that fister, while
fully participating

in the making of the laws by Parliament,

can

exert itsfull influence to see that in their application tc Ulster
they bear the imprint of "the Ulster dimension".

The present dis-

pensation whereby the government legislates for rs-rthern Ireland by
Order in Council is radically unsatisfactory

, although,

within its

rigid limitations, both we and the government have co-operated to
make it as responsive as possible to Ulster opinion and as open as
possible to the processes of debate and amendment.

4

In the end,

however, there is no substitute for proper legislation by full
parliamentary

Only in this way can Ulster's rcpresentativw

process.

on an equal footing in framing the general

not only participate

policy of the country as a whole but also ensure its appropriate
application to the province.
In a sense this objective is already implicit in the full
parliamentary

representation

of Ulster, which restores the position

as it existed before 1922, of one nation and one statute book, yet
a statute book in which there was a place for the special roouirements of toe different parts of the Kingdom and for local adaptat1ons
Thus the endlng of direct rule, both in its

of the gPneral law.

denial of self-government

anH in its Thnial of proper law-making,

is the work which lies before us.
reassettion

In a word, it represents the

of the 'Ulster dimension' within the Union.

no quick or easy labour;
in the knowledge

fellow-subjectfrom
justice follow.

but we can apply ourselves to it secure

that what we seek cannot be denid

which has voluntarily

It will be

by a Parliament

accorded to us thatparity of status with our

which all the rest must in reason and in
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2 It was, as it happens, in 1948 precisely that we asserted,
by the British iTationalityAct, that nationhood does not depend
upon allegiance, but that, in contravention of the Biblical precept,
a man can serve two masters.

As the peoples of other c,ntinents

briefly brought together under the Crown asserted themselves as
nations, they logically, rightly and necessarily cast off former
allegiance, to replace it by one uniclueto each.

e alone proceeded

to assert that so far as Britain was concerned so tremendous and
fundamental an event should mean nothing and that nothing should
be changed. The miseries which we directly entailed thereby upon
ourselves and others in this land have as yet hardly be,f7un;but it
was an omen of all that was to follow, because it was the explicit
renunciation of undivided loyalty as the basis and definition of
the British nation.

Another act followed shortly after, which was

not known by its fruits until much later, brt which also foreshadow:4e
and prepared the more comprehensive national abdication of subsequent years.
An essential element of allegiance - and of its counterpart,
sovereignty - is the acceptance of supreme judicial authority. In
1950, for the first time since the Reformation, we admitted the
possibility of an appeal being carried outside the realm to a
judicial tribunal whose decision would be bindin7 upon tIleCrown.

110bThen

T say

'wo admitter7the possbillty,

that is an understatement:

politicians and parties vied with one another to promote the
Iuropean (jonventionof Hu=
and the Court.

Aifnts and establish the Commlssion

The huniliations which this entails upon us no,,

quarter of a century later, are trivial compared with the si

ific-

ance of declaring a duty of submission and obedience to an external
human authority.
This denial of eur national history and assertion of a
divided allegiance was a miniature but sigr ficant pattern for the
grand renunciation that took place iu 1972, moon the Crown in

•

- 3 1:arliament, so far as lay within its power, acknowledged a superior
external authority as competent without its consent to make laws
ard levy taxes in Britain.

What had been rlot merely impossible but

inconceivable for centuries, was declared to be accomplished

fc-H

and allegiance not merely conthe subject was now to have a c:_uty
current with, but superior to, his national duty and allegiance.
Yot only the possibility of divided loyalty had been asserted, but
it had been declared which loyalty in case of conflict was to
prevail.
:To doubt this was not intended, or pernaps understood, by

111 large

numbers in whose name it was done;

and no doubt they possess

the legal as well as moral right, on realising it or repenting of
it, to undo it.

The really serious symptom is that this tremendous

revolution was treated wth
levity.

a light-heartedness

bordering upon

A nation must be sick indeed which hears with indifference

or impatience the news that it has ceased to be one.
The undivided allegiance which is the essence of 1",ritish
nationhood has for centuries centred upon the Crown in Farliaieent,
because in parliament sovereignty was matched by consent.
comprehensive and exclusive right to make and alter law and to
exercise the power of the sovereign over the subject received alsyt
f-,'Crr

the natior itself through the agency cf parliament, and pre-

111 Prlinr-nt-lyof

the House of Commons.

By the act of election the

Deor)le gave in advance the pledge of their acceptance.

We are
,olfr

told that in the next twelve months or thereabouts one arc" the
same people will elect fit persons both to 2arliament and to the
parliamentary

assembly of that Commureity on which

superiority to, and indeperdent

an authority

of, that of the Crown in Parliament

has alrePdy with their assent been conferred,
Let there be no misunderstaning
elect representatives

about what those who so

will be dolnF.,, They will be declarin:o iii

advance their acceptance of what is done in their =le

not just by

0
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those whom they elect in their own constituency or by those whom
the constituencies of the United Kirh7domelect but by a majority of
those elected by the combined electorates of the nine states - they
tell me it is presently to be the twelve states - of the 7huropean
Community; and the authority they thereby confer is an authority
which will override the authority which they confer by electing the
House of Commons.
I will put the matter more plainly still. 3y participatin7 in
the act of electing representatives to the European Assembly the
•• • •• •

.............s. •

elector, so far as in him lies, expressly withdraws his sanction

it

411from Farliament in all matters Yithin the large and potentially
asserts the
unlimited scope of the Thropean Economic Community, anr?,
division of his loyalty as tetween Britain and an external authority
a_hathe superiarclaim

of thatexternal authority in case of

concurrence or conflict.
all this has beer happeninF7,the fateful division of
':Thile
loyalty is being accomplished from within the nation.

There are

small elements in the population - inconsiderable in Yales, small
in Scotland, and.amountin doubtfully to a quarter in Northern
Ireland - which repudiate in principle any loyalty, divided or
undivided, to 3ritain, assertina that their loyalty lies to a
different nation.

It is a symptom cc our cordior

thHatin the

last ten years we have reacted to these elements by endeavourin
to alter our institutions so as formally to acknowledge and recognize division of loyalty, on the extraordinary theory that to do
so yill meet the wishes of those who repudiate the nation altwethr.
2he products of this endeavour were,ir 7orth=n Trelan, the illWhitelaw
fated power-sharing or Heath-/oonstitutionof 1973 and the workabli
but unsatisfactory 'drect rule' Act of 1971-,and in C,roat-Pritail
thr)semonstrous concoctions knowilas the Ccctland 3ill and the
Wales Bill.

It is noteworthy that all three of these constituti=2

exper=ents, as well as thP sur-oenderof authority to an external

5
in Europe
authority/,have been accompanied by the un-British and anti-parli
mentary device of a plebiscite, which one recalls was the eoodrow
'ilson method of fishing new nations out of the broth into which

7

the Russian, ::u,strian
and Prussian embires dissolved at the end of
World ':arOne.

The experiments have another thing in common; they

are irreconcilable with the existence of the United Kingdom as a
unitary parliamentary state, or, in other terms, with undivided
loyalty to the Crown in Parliament.
Correct diagnosis is, normally, the condition precedent to
remedy; but correct diagnosis is not the same thing as remedy.
411

The approb,riatetreatment can be deduced from it, but diagnosis do2(
not of itself apply the treatment or ensure its acceptance. I have
diagnosed the sickness of Britain as the long and deepening crisis
of divided loyalty, the British nation's growing repudiation of
itself. There is no objective obstacle to the reversal of the
process and the elimination of the self-cointradictionswhich we
have accepted and encouraged in the past -ceneration. mhough the
nature of the British nation is, like that of others, historically
unique, the world around us aboun(twith nation states, small and
large, in full enjoyment of undivided wood conscience and selfconsciousness. The nation state, contrary to many predictions, is
neither obsolete nor obsolescent

it is neither a dodo nor a

coelacanth. :hat obstacles there are to recovery J,ndhealth are
subjective; they are psychological; as such, they import the
imprisoning circularity wherhy

we cannot recover our undivided

alle iarce unless we believe we can or, in other words, unless
somehow it is still the,r,-all thL time,to be re-assrtod,

re-ejoge

and re-exploited.
There is one means, and one only, of finding out whether the
viclous circle

can be broken and whether the nation's sickness is

transitory or terminal. That is to contiTlueundeterred to hold up

- 6
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before it a metaphorical mirror in which, if it will look, it can
see the extent of its own self-betraval. There is no fitter part
of Fritain fcr deLia so than this, where the indivisibility of the
nation and of national loyalty are daily put to the practical proof
and daily re-asserted.

